
Bishop Sullivan’s Clarification on Confirmation 
Name selection in the Diocese of Camden 

 
RE:  Guidelines for choosing Confirmation names 

Date:  November 11, 2013 

 

Bishop Sullivan has asked for a refinement of the current policy. 

Current practice of having all Confirmandi prayerfully choose a Confirmation name and discover through researching the 

saint whose name they choose is to continue. 

Bishop would like to review the parish’s list of names prior to the celebration of the Sacrament.  

Clarifications and a refinement of the stated policy from the Diocesan Sacramental Guidelines, page 23:  Additions in 

bold print.  All other text is removed. 

❖ In choosing a Confirmation name, Confirmandi will adopt a saint’s name. 
This is a refinement of the current policy which allows for “adaptations and 

derivatives” which will not be accepted.   

For example: a girl may not take a male saint’s name and adapt it to be a female name. (i.e. There is no St. 

Danielle.  Daniel (who is a Saint) cannot be modified to Danielle to use for a Confirmation name. 

There is no St. Nicolette. So you may not take St. Nicholas and modify it to use Nicollete as a Confirmation 

name. You may use your first name if it is a Saint name, not an adaptation or derivative and you still must do 

the research. 

 

NO THEOLOGICAL VIRTUE, NO ADAPTATIONS OR DERIVATIVES, 
NOTHING EXCEPT A SAINT NAME CAN BE CHOSEN FOR A CONFIRMATION 

NAME, NO BIBLICAL NON-SAINT NAMES  
You may not choose a saint name (St. John) and then write about a famous person you like (John 

Kennedy) 
You must be able to prove where you researched your chosen name. 

 

Online submission of Saint Name NO LATER than April 12th    

This way, the rejection of a name by the Diocese will allow enough time for another name to be chosen and                

re-submitted. Once the Saint name has been submitted & approved by the Bishop, it may 

not be changed. 

Submission will be available online beginning January 27th  Please go to 

https://stclarenj.org/confirmation-fall-2022 click the link Saint Name. All information must be provided.   

The Saint Report may be submitted after you receive confirmation email stating Saint Name has been 

approved by the Bishop but no later than  Monday, May 10th   

https://stclarenj.org/confirmation-fall-2022


Confirmation Name Report 
  
 Your name has meaning. At Baptism, your parents gave you a name to identify you as 
part of the Christian community. You may be named after a grandparent, aunt, uncle, parent, 
special friend of the family or a certain saint. This name is referred to as your “given name” or 
your “Christian Name”. You are now able to use your “given name” as your Confirmation 
name but only IF it is the name of a saint.  If your first name does not qualify but your middle 
name does, you may use your middle name if it is a saint name. 
  

To assist the Confirmandi in choosing a saint’s name, the name of every canonized 

saint of the universal Church (together with a brief biography of each saint) is available 

at the following websites: By using the websites provided, the information will be 

coming from a Catholic website. 

www.catholic.org/saints  

www.americancatholic.org/features/saints/Patrons.aspx 

  

Required/ Elements  

#1  After selecting your Confirmation name, type an essay about the qualities and 

virtues of that person and saint  

#2  Structure your report including how you could try to imitate those qualities and 

virtues in your own life.  

#3  Do not forget to explain why this name is personally meaningful to you!  (for 

example: it’s your sponsor’s, or your grandmother’s name or the qualities of this saint 

are meaningful to who you are or who you strive to become.) 

#4  Make sure your report is typed. With your name at the top.  

Parent or Sponsors: Please read the saint report before submitting. Verify that the information 

came from one of the above websites.  Reports with incorrect information and/or based on 

information from non-Catholic websites or without all the elements described above will be 

rejected.  

 Submit Saint report via email as an attachment to bperrotto@stclarenj.org  

Please do not have your child email the report, it should come from your email address. 

Deadline Monday, May 10th   

mailto:bperrotto@stclarenj.org

